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In The Six Pillars of Self-Esteem, Nathaniel Branden presents the culminating achievement of an
eternity of clinical practice and research. In this penetrating and provocative plan, he
conclusively demonstrates the importance of self-esteem in our search for psychological health,
personal achievement, and positive relationships. "Yet how do we gain true self-esteem?
Exploring the importance of self-esteem at work, parenting, education, psychotherapy, and
society, Dr. Right here for the very first time are basic but effective exercises for increasing
personal awareness and performance. Branden introduces the six pillars of self-esteem - six
action-based practices for everyday living." Dr. Branden provides recommendations for those
responsible for fostering self-esteem in others - and displays why a lifestyle of self-esteem is
imperative for survival in the 21st century.
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This all became 100% clear if you ask me when I noticed he was a former lover of Ayn Rand. I
QUICKLY realized that Branden is a long-winded and sometimes contradictory writer, who
doesn't fully respect the procedure of logical reasoning. I wish it was more clear and concise, so
the reader would complete it quicker and started to practice it within their lifestyle.The first half
of the book is lifestyle changing. I may even buy Branden's workbook for even more sentence
stem work. took a long time to complete. Since reviewing some of the material whenever I feel
down, along with other resources, it offered me insight and clarity in my life that has sustained
joy in the past 3 months.. Good ideas, terribly written. He says his dog is targeted on enjoying
the outside, chasing squirrels and sniffing plants, not worried at about being "happier" than the
other canines. I have no idea if it impacts others the way it do for me, because it was incredibly
applicable to my own circumstance. I realized the significance and potential of this book to
impact my life after reading that, and started taking notes seriously.The book is a difficult read...
It gave me a realization that pulled me out of a 9 month on and off depression. It had been dry,
convoluted, and several of the same tips are restated. It's his observations, theories and
philosophy, rather than really applicable if you ask me. I completed it at last today. Accept
yourself. Fantastic starting place for one's personal development journey In my opinion that is a
fantastic book to start with for anyone beginning their very own personal development journey.
I bought this publication from Amazon at the full price. It's a solid self-help book, and superb as
long as the writer sticks to the field of psychology. Parts I and II cope with establishing a solid
definition of self-esteem and a cogent explanation of the Six Pillars." The writer falls short at
explaining the idea of awareness and how it pertains to self-confidence. I bolted through it in a
couple of hours. Recommend An older book, but I would recommend all to read.When you have
an analytical mind furthermore to self-esteem struggles of any kind- you will end up doing
yourself a huge favor by introducing this book and all the content in it. Inspirational great read
Among the best books We ever read, Designed for mass public very easy to learn but very
inspiring and enlightening. Honestly, you can skip Component III of this book but still get a lot
more than your money's well worth. It's all of the long-windedness and "what's-he-getting-at"s
Rand is usually notorious for, but with much less insights per page. Appendix B is also
worthwhile. Valuable. I am hoping it continues. sort of? The professionals: Branden certainly has
a lot of insights from his experience as a psychotherapist. Please please please purchase
this.The cons:The book is vague, and apart from the examples (which a person may or may not
identify with), the advice he gives is quite abstract. Consider responsibility for your life. Just
read the first half where it introduces the idea of self esteem, and MAYBE the last few webpages
on "The Seventh Pillar" and the appendices. Become conscious. I'm having an extremely hard
period wrapping my mind around these ideas because you can find obviously a lot more steps
had a need to grasp them. Especially "be mindful. I came across the sentence-completion
exercises to become illuminating and helpful, and must not be skipped if you plan to have the
most from the book.The next half of the book, as opposed to the first half. Initially I questioned
my very own cleverness because I experienced that I was reading particular sentences
repeatedly without understanding what the author was obtaining at. I think I'll opt for 3 stays, as
the materials is usually amazing but very difficult to get through.Too Long But Useful I'm torn
between 3 stars and 5 celebrities. His writing is a worse edition of Rand's composing.EDIT: Do
read the final chapter, 18 - Bottom line: The Seventh Pillar of Self-Esteem. Please please please
purchase this. And highlight in it ... He presents many relatable stories and encounters that
readers can learn from. Good Thank you for composing this book! And take notes. Then buy tons
more copies and pass them out to everyone you care about. Here, Dr. Read it, you can feel better

I'm a psychotherapist and I have gotten a lot out of the book personally and also have
recommended it to a lot of my clients. It isn't new by any means, however the information in it
really is timeless. I highly recommend this book to just about everybody. It can actually help you
make sense of your lives and help you feel great about yourself, in real ways, not in just shallow
affirmations. Read this and you simply might become both a "better" person and a much happier
person. The author did a great job explaining what actually self-esteem entails and that it . It
really is kind of recondite, the author usually used lengthy sentences and the vocabulary isn't
common at all.. This book discusses crucial current issue mainly people specifically newer
generations suffer, that is low self-esteem. The author did a great job explaining what in fact selfesteem entails and that it is not really in isolation from other important personal traits as selfassertiveness and responsibility for example. One of the all-period greats. He really should've
hired someone else to write the reserve for him, this reserve really felt similar to a rough copy..
Maybe because I am not really native English speaker, I feel his language is tough. all in all, this
is a nice book. Sanity in an insane globe. additionally, it contains plenty of exercises to
accomplish to be able to enhance each of the stated six pillars. Important reading unless you
already know-it-all - or if you think you do. ok book audio book is better. the publication was top
quality without markings but i like other writers more. And highlight in it. Branden sounds
similar to his ex-lover Ayn Rand. Lively action-based psychology. The 6 pillars of self esteem
lays the foundation to make any other publication you read, technique you try, or endeavor you
undertake more successful. One can't help but start building their self esteem when they
consciously place the 6 pillars into practice. Practical suggestion- Upon finishing the publication
I would recommend that one would put the 52 week self esteem sentence completion strategy
in the back of the publication into practice, along with read over the "Beliefs about selfconfidence" section daily to hammer into your mind beliefs that cater to the 6 pillars and help
develop rock solid self esteem. The most important part that brought me to awareness was his
estimate about his pet dog, that I have shared with many others. Boring book. Poorly written,
very boring, he repeats and actually drags away what he's talking about. Leaves a lot of things
vague or unexplained in how to do something about it. The only pitfall from my perspective is
the language the publication written with. self-esteem start here, if nowhere else.Unfortunately,
Component III of the book strays away from psychology and into the realm of philosophy. Thls is
an excellent publication for high schoolers.
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